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The following topics are covered in this section:

About MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software 4

About this manual 5

Associated documentation 7
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About MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software

Introduction
This section describes the software and the software installation.

MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software analyzes calorimetric data imported from ITC exper-
iments. Data can be processed from both MicroCal PEAQ-ITC and MicroCal PEAQ-ITC
Automated. With the software you can easily

l import ITC experiments,

l assign control experiments,

l adjust baselines and integration ranges,

l fit binding models, and

l export the results as images and tables.

Analysis workflow

Workflow step Description

Select fittingmodel

Rawexperimental data are processed and fitted to amath-
ematicalmodel of the binding.When starting anewana-
lysis, the fittingmodelOne Set of Sites is selected as
default. All valid experiments in the analysis are evaluated
using the chosen fittingmodel. If needed, select another fit-
tingmodel in the Fitting Modelmenu in theOverview
workspace.

Adjust fitted baseline and integration
region.

MicroCal PEAQ-ITCAnalysis Software automatically
determines thebaseline and the rangeover which to integ-
rate the injection peaks. If needed, adjust the integration
baseline and integration range for each peak in theAdjust
Baselineworkspace (theworkspacenameand function
may differ with selected fittingmodel).

Assign control experiments
In theAssign Controlsworkspace you can assign control
experiments to your results. This workspace is not available
for all fittingmodels.
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Workflow step Description

Adjust fitting parameters
It is possible to adjust parameters for the selected fitting
model in theAdjust Fitworkspace.

Export the analysis
In thePresentationworkspace you can export figures
and tables of the analysis.

MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software installation
To install MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software:

Step Action

1 Download theprogram.

2

Double-click the installation file.

Result: The softwarewill be installed automatically and a start iconwill appear on the
desktop.

Note: MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software is also preinstalled on the instru-
ment controller PC for MicroCal PEAQ-ITC and MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Automated
together with their respective control software.

About this manual

Purpose of the user manual
This user manual provides instructions needed to run MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Soft-
ware and perform analysis on isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) results.

Typographical conventions
Software items are identified in the text by bold italic text. A colon separates menu levels,
thus File:Open refers to the Open command in the File menu.

Hardware items are identified in the text by bold text (e.g., Power switch).
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Text entries that MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software generates or that the user must
type are represented by a monospaced typeface (e.g., C:\MicrocalITC).

Intended use
MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software is intended for analysis of calorimetric data.

Prerequisites

In order to operate the software in the way it is intended, the following prerequisites
must be fulfilled:

l You should have a general understanding of the use of a personal computer run-
ning Microsoft® Windows® in the version provided with your product.

l You should understand the concepts of isothermal titration calorimetry.

l The software must be installed.

Notes and tips

Note: A Note is used to indicate information that is important for trouble-free
and optimal use of the product.

Tip: A tip contains useful information that can improve or optimize your pro-
cedures.
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Associated documentation

User documentation
The user documentation associated with MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software consists
of:

Title Description

MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis SoftwareUser
Manual (thismanual)

In depth documentation of MicroCal PEAQ-ITC
Analysis Software.

MicroCal PEAQ-ITC User Manual In depth documentation of MicroCal PEAQ-ITC.

MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Operating Instructions
Instructions on how to operateMicroCal PEAQ-
ITC in a safeway.

MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Automated User Manual
In depth documentation of MicroCal PEAQ-ITC
Automated.

MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Automated Operating
Instructions

Instructions on how to operateMicroCal PEAQ-
ITCAutomated in a safeway.

The user documentation can be downloaded or ordered from Malvern Instruments.
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The following topics are covered:
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Experimental procedure 10

Main components of an ITC 12

Raw data 13

Injection heat 14
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Introduction to ITC
Isothermal titration calorimeters (ITC) measure the heat change that occurs when two sub-
stances interact. Heat is liberated or absorbed as a result of the redistribution of non-
covalent bonds, for example, when the interacting molecules go from the free to the
bound state.

An ITC mixes the binding partners and monitors the heat changes by measuring the
power required to maintain zero temperature difference between the reference and
sample cells.

The reference cell usually contains water, which has the same heat capacity as most of the
sample buffers. The sample cell contains:

l one of the binding partners (often, but not necessarily a macromolecule), and

l a stirring syringe, which holds the other binding partner (often, but not neces-
sarily a ligand).

Experimental procedure
Typically, the ligand is injected into the sample cell, in 2 to 3 μl aliquots, until its con-
centration is two- to three-fold greater than that of the sample cell material. Each injec-
tion of the ligand results in a heat signature that is first integrated with respect to time
and then normalized for concentration. This titration curve is fitted to a binding model to
extract the affinity (K

D
), stoichiometry (n) and the enthalpy of interaction (ΔH) (also called

heat of reaction).

The following illustration shows an example experimental curve.
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Notice that the first injection results in a larger deflection from the baseline, denoting a
larger heat and nearly 100% binding. At the conclusion of the experiment, very little of
the injected substance binds, resulting in little or no deflection (heat change) from the
baseline.

Also, notice that the value on the y-axis decreases upon binding. This is the power
needed to keep the sample cell at the same temperature as the reference cell.

Heat is given off during the reaction, therefore less power is required to compensate the
temperature differences. This is characteristic of an exothermic reaction. In contrast, an
endothermic reaction results in spikes rising from the baseline and hence, more power is
required to compensate the temperature differences.
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Main components of an ITC
The following illustration shows the main components of an ITC instrument.

Part Description

1 Sensor

2 Lead screw

3 Injector

4 Plunger

5 Syringe

6 Outer shield

7 Inner shield

8 Sample cell

9 Reference cell
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Raw data
The temperature difference between the sample cell and the reference cell is converted to
power and directly read out as raw data. An example of this is shown in the following
illustration. Each spike, followed by a return to the baseline, is an injection.
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Injection heat
The individual injection heat is calculated by integrating the raw data (power) from each
injection over time. The following figure shows each individual injection heat, normalized
by the amount of titrant injected, as a function of the molar ratio of titrant/cell material in
the sample cell. The fitted curve of a 1:1 binding model is overlaid in red. A general illus-
tration of how the thermodynamic parameters n, K

D
, and ΔH are related to the titration

curve is also overlaid.

In the case of this simple 1:1 binding experiment, the enthalpy is directly measured/fitted
as the heat of 100% binding. The stoichiometry is intuitively denoted by the midpoint of
the titration, between 100% binding and 0% binding. The steepness of the rise to sat-
uration is related to binding affinity. For any given system, the steepness of this region is
also directly related to the sample concentration.
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Start analysis

Start the software
To start MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software:

l Double-click theMicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software icon found on the
desktop.

Result:MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software opens in the Start Analysiswork-
space showing a list of experiments.
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Start Analysis workspace
The Start Analysisworkspace contains two panes.

l The left file list pane, where you select experiments and analyses.

l The right Preview pane, where a preview of the selected experiments or analysis
are displayed.

Start a new analysis
In the Start Analysisworkspace, start a new analysis by opening one or several exper-
iment files or open a previously created analysis containing one or several experiment
files.

l Click Experiments, select one or several experiment files in the list and then click
Open

Result: A new analysis containing the selected experiments opens in the Over-
view workspace.

or

l Click Analyses, select a analysis file in the list and then click Open.

Result: The analysis opens in the Overview workspace.

Note: Recently opened and saved analyses are tagged with the word
(Recent).

Default folders in the file list pane
The default folders in the Experiment and Analyses tabs are set in the Settingswork-
space. See Common controls on page 31.

The path to the current folder is visible above the file list. To change the current folder:
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l Click folder names in the path or in the file list to navigate.
or

l Click the Browse button to open the Browse For Folder window.

Note: The Browse For Folder windows will browse for folders only.

l To refresh the file list, click the Refresh button .

Preview pane
If you have selected an analysis, the Preview pane will show information on the Fitting
model chosen and the experiments added to the analysis. If you have selected an exper-
iment, the Preview pane will show a list of experiment parameters and a preview of the
differential power as a function of time.

Note: If more than one experiment is selected, a preview of the first selected
experiment will be shown in the Preview pane.

Experiment and analysis files
MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software can open calorimetry data files (experiment files) or
analysis files. Several data files can be analyzed and saved in a single analysis file. Data
from the experiment files is automatically imported into and saved with the analysis. The
experiment files are never edited, all subsequent data edits are made on data in the ana-
lysis file.

Type of file File name extension Description

Experiment file itc Calorimetric data fromMicroCal ITC.

Analysis file apj
Analysis of calorimetric data. Can contain data from
several experiments.
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The following topics are covered in this section:

Workspace presentation 20

Experiments pane 22

Charts pane of the Overview workspace 26

Experiment Information pane 30

Common controls 31
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Workspace presentation

Introduction
The Overview workspace contains three panes.

l Experiments pane, where the experiments used in the analysis are displayed.

l Charts pane, where the differential power (DP) as a function of time, and graphs
of fitted data are displayed.

l Experiment Information pane, where both information about the experiment
and the analysis results are displayed.
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Pane descriptions
When starting a new analysis the fitting model One Set of Binding Sites is selected and
all fitting model parameters are calculated for added experiments. The calculated fitting
model parameters are displayed under the heading Results in the Experiment Inform-
ation pane.

Pane Function

1 (left
pane)

Experiments pane

The files that are used in the analysis and their Bin are displayed in this pane.

2 (middle
pane)

Charts pane

Thedifferential power (DP) as a function of time, and graphs of fitted data are dis-
played in this pane.

3 (right
pane)

Experiment Information pane

Information about the experiment and the analysis results are displayed in this pane.
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Experiments pane

Introduction
The Experiments pane lists all experiments added to the current analysis.

l Click the left arrow to hide the Experiments pane.

l Click the right arrow to show the Experiments pane.
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Bin
Bin is a categorization of an experiment. When an experiment is added the program auto-
matically sets a Bin to the experiment. Whenever adjustments to the dataset are made
(baseline adjustment or data point exclusion/inclusion), the Bin is reassessed.

Note: The Bin of an experiment can be manually set in all workspaces except
Presentation.

The following table describes the different Bin options.

Bin Description

OK
Used for all fittingmodels exceptOne Set of Sites andOne Set of Sites -
SIMmodels.

Binding
Binding event detected.

Used forOne Set of Sites andOne Set of Sites - SIM fittingmodels.

No binding
No binding event detected.

Used forOne Set of Sites andOne Set of Sites - SIM fittingmodels.

Control

Based upon file name, the experiment is automatically assigned as a control to
oneor several open experimentswhen opened. Used for all fittingmodels,
except Enzyme Kinetics - Multiple Injections, Enzyme Kinetics -
Single Injection andOne Set of Sites - SIM.

Only experiments binned asControl are available to assign as controls in the
Assign Controlsworkspace. SeeAssign controls workspaceon page 44.

Check data
Oneor several values exceeds a predefined threshold. Used for all fittingmod-
els. An explanation of theBinwill be noted in theExperiment Information
paneunder Bin.

The Bin comment attempts to explain the Bin. An explanation for the Bin is displayed as
Bin Comment in the ScreenTip for the experiments in the Experiment pane.
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The following table describes Bin Comment options for different Bin.

Bin Comment Description

OK Passes all data quality criteria.

Binding

Shows signs of binding (total heat and difference in start/finish
heat).

Only included injections are considered.

No binding
Shows no signs of binding.

Only included injections are considered.

Binning Overridden User has overridden theBin.

Check Baseline
Baseline deviates from rawdata.

Only included injections are considered.

Check Baseline Position Baseline near zero.

Too Little Heat
Too little total heat to beBinding.

Only included injections are considered.

Undefined Default until defined otherwise.

Low Initial Baseline Initial baseline unacceptably below referencepower.

High Initial Baseline Initial baseline unacceptably above referencepower.

Concentrations = 0.0 Required concentrations =0.

Data BelowMinimum Rawdata<0.

Check Baseline Drift Toomuch difference in start/finish baseline.

Data Exceeds Maximum Rawdata exceedsmaximum.

Possible Poor Load
Baseline steppingwas detected.

This could also be remedied inAdjust Baselineworkspace.

Possible Buffer Mismatch Apossible buffer mismatch was detected.

Injection Spacing Too Short Toomany injections appear to not return to baseline.

Check Baseline Fit Baseline failed to fit.

Too Many Injections
Analyzing adata set withmultiple injections using theOne Set
of Sites – SIM fittingmodel.

Too Few Injections
No injections using SIMmethods or fewer than five injections
usingMIM methods.
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Change Bin
The Bin of the experiment is shown below the name of the experiment (e.g. Binding).

Step Action

1 To showamenu of availableBin options, click the right arrow .

2 Click a newBin option to override the experiment Bin.

Note: If the Bin is manually overridden, data manipulations that would nor-
mally reassess the Binwill not trigger that reassessment.

Select experiments
Charts of selected experiments are displayed in the middle pane.

l Click an experiment to select it.

l Select multiple experiments by holding down the Ctrl key while you click on other
experiments that you want to selector

l select the first experiment and then click the last experiment you want to select
while holding down the Shift key.Result: All experiments between the first and
last experiment will be selected.

Remove experiments

l To remove an experiment from the analysis, point to the experiment in the list and
then click the Remove Experiment button.

Note: All changes to an experiment will be lost when it is removed from an ana-
lysis.
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Charts pane of the Overview workspace

Introduction
In the charts pane you can select the fitting model. Graphs of differential power as a func-
tion of time and other model specific graphs are displayed. You can also remove data
points that you do not want to include in the fitting model.

You can not remove data points when using the One Set of Sites - SIM or Enzyme
Kinetics - Single Injection fitting models.
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Show legends
It is possible to select multiple experiments. The axes of the graphs will automatically scale
to fit all selected experiments.

l To show a legend of selected experiments in the charts, select the Show Legends
check box.

Show Excluded Injections

Data points represented byempty circles (as shown to the left) are excluded from the fitting
model. See Adjust baseline on page 36.

Note: The first injection in a titration series is automatically removed from the fit-
ting model calculation.

l To show excluded data points, select the Show Excluded Injections check box.
(Show excluded data points is the default settings).

l To hide excluded data points, clear the Show Excluded Injections check box.
(This can be helpful if the excluded data points are skewing the chart's y-scale).

Fitting models
The upper section of the charts pane shows the FittingModelmenu. When adding an
experiment to a new analysis,One Set of Sites is the default model. To change the
model used for curve fitting click the down arrow next to FittingModel and then click the
model that you want.

MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software provides seven curve fitting models:

l One Set of Sites. For more information see Adjust Fit - Fitting Model: One Set of
Sites on page 54.

l Two Sets of Sites. For more information see Adjust Fit - Fitting Model: Two Sets
of Sites on page 58.

l Dissociation. For more information see Adjust Fit - Fitting Model: Dissociation on
page 60.
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l Sequential Binding Sites. For more information see Adjust Fit - Fitting Model:
Sequential Binding Sites on page 62.

l One Set of Sites - SIM. For more information see Adjust Fit - Fitting Model: One
Set of Sites - SIM on page 65.

l Enzyme Kinetics - Multiple Injections. For more information see Adjust Fit - Fit-
ting Model: Enzyme Kinetics - Multiple Injections on page 67.

l Enzyme Kinetics - Single Injection. For more information see Adjust Fit - Fitting
Model: Enzyme Kinetics - Single Injection on page 69.

When selecting a new fitting model for one or several experiments:

l The new curve fit is automatically calculated and plotted.

l The Experiment Information pane is updated with the new calculations of cor-
responding fitting model parameters.

Differential power graph
Below the FittingModelmenu there is a raw injection data graph of the measured dif-
ferential power over time. The baseline is also visible in this graph.

Fitted data plots
Below the differential power plot there is a chart of fitted data. The type of graph(s)
shown depends on the selected fitting model.

If the fitting model is ... Then...

One Set of Sites, Two Sets of Sites,Dis-
sociation, Sequential Binding Sites orOne
Set of Sites - SIM

l ClickNormalized Heat to view con-
centration-normalized injection heats.

l ClickRaw Heat to view injection
heats.

Enzyme Kinetics - Multiple Injections or
Enzyme Kinetics - Single Injection

Thegraphwill show substrate conversion rate
against substrate concentration.
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Zoom in graphs
To zoom in any graph:

l Hold down the mouse button in graphs that permit zooming and draw a zoom
rectangle. Then release the mouse button.
Result: The graph displays the area within the zoom rectangle.

l Double-click in the graph to reset the zoom level.

Remove bad data points
It is possible to manually remove data points from the fitting model. When data points
are excluded (or included), the fitting model is automatically re-calculated using the new
set of data points. Data points can be removed (and re-added) from all workspaces except
the Presentationworkspace.

Note: Single injection fitting models (One Set of Sites - SIM and Enzyme
Kinetics - Single Injection) does not support removal of data points.

Data points that can be removed from the current fittingmodel are represented bya filled
circle

To remove a data point:

l Right-click the data point, then click Exclude.

Result: The filled circle will be replaced by an empty circle and the fitting model is
re-calculated.

To re-add a data point:

l Right-click the data point, then click Include.

Result: The empty circle will be replaced by a filled circle and the fitting model is
re-calculated.

Note: The first injection in a titration series is automatically removed from the
fitting model calculation. It is displayed as an empty circle.
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Note:When a data point is removed and the Show Excluded Injections check
box is cleared, the graph will rescale to fit the displayed data points.

Experiment Information pane
The upper part of the Experiment Information pane displays experiment parameters
and conditions. Under the heading Results all the calculated fitting parameters for the
selected fitting model are displayed. The parameters displayed will depend upon the cur-
rently selected fitting model. If multiple experiments are selected, the Experiment
Information pane will only display experimental parameters of the experiment that is first
clicked (selected) when the multiple experiment selection is done.

l To hide the Experiment Information pane, click the right arrow .

l To show the Experiment Information pane, click the left arrow .
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Common controls

Introduction
This section describes buttons and labels available in all work spaces.

Help and About

Click theHelp button to open the software documentation.

Click theAbout button to display information on software and license agreement.

Settings

Click theSettings button to enter theSettingsworkspace.

Setting Description

Analysis folder

Set what folder to initially browse in theAnalyses tab of theStartwork-
space.

l Type thepath to the folder in theAnalyses Folder box

or

l click theBrowse for folder button and then navigate to the
folder in theBrowse For Folder dialog.
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Setting Description

Note: It is only possible to select a folder that the cur-
rent Windows user has access to.

Experiment folder

Set what folder to initially browse in theExperiment tab of theStart
workspace.

l Type thepath to the folder in theExperiments Folder box

or

l click theBrowse for folder button and then navigate to the
folder in theBrowse For Folder dialog.

Unit

MicroCal PEAQ-ITCAnalysis Softwarewill display measured and calculated
energy in either Joules or Calories.

To select displayed energy units, click the down arrownext toUnit and
then clickCalorie or Joule.

When a setting has been changed, an asterisk * will appear next to the name of the set-
ting (e.g. Display Unit*).

l Click Apply to save all changes.

l Click a workspace name to leave the Settingsworkspace.

Font scale slider

Use the slider to change the size of text and icons in the workspace. Move the slider left
to decrease the size of text and icons, move the slider right to increase the size of text and
icons. Graphs in the workspace will automatically change size to fill available space. That
is, decreasing the font and icon size will make graphs larger, increasing the font and icon
size will make graphs smaller.
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File management buttons

Icon Description

Click theAdd Experiment button to add oneor several experiment(s) to the current ana-
lysis. Thenewly added experiment(s) will be listed in theExperiments pane.

Click theSave button to save the current analysis.

Click theSave As button to save the current analysis under a newname.

Click theClose button to close the current analysis and return to theStartworkspace.
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In routine data analysis, integration values (baselines and integration ranges) are determ-
ined automatically. Sometimes these are not sufficient, so the integration details need to be
set manually. This is especially true when working with very small injection peaks. This sec-
tion describes how to manually set these ranges.

The following topics are covered in this section:

Adjust baseline 36

Adjust SIMMarkers 41
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Adjust baseline

Introduction
The baseline and the integration range can be manually adjusted in the Adjust Baseline
workspace, if necessary. This workspace is not available for the One Set of Sites - SIM,
Enzyme Kinetics - Single Injection or Enzyme Kinetics - Multiple Injections fitting mod-
els. To adjust SIM markers for the the One Set of Sites - SIM and Enzyme Kinetics -
Single Injection fitting models, see Adjust SIM Markers on page 41.

Adjust baseline workspace

The Adjust Baseline workspace contains three panes.

l Experiments pane, where the files that are used in the analysis and their Bin are
displayed.

l Charts pane, where graphs and parameter settings necessary for baseline and
integration range adjustments are displayed. This pane is the work area for adjust-
ment of the baseline and integration range.

Experiment Information pane, where information about the experiment and the
analysis results are displayed.
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Charts pane
The charts pane is divided into three subsections as described in the following illus-
tration.

Section Function

1 (upper
section)

Curves representing the entire experiment.

This section displays graphical presentations of the rawdata as a function of time and
thenormalized heat, respectively.

2 (middle
section)

Injection peakopen for baseline and integration peak adjustment.

This section displays the injection peak to be adjusted.

3 (lower
section)

Commands, parameters and checkboxes.

This section displays commands, parameters and checkboxes that may facilitate the
adjustment procedure.
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Upper section of charts pane
The two graphs in this section display the raw data (DP) as a function of time and the nor-
malized heat (ΔH).

l To remove bad data points in the normalized heat graph, right-click the data
point and then click Exclude. See Adjust baseline on page 36

l You can select peaks that you want to adjust by clicking them.

Middle section of charts pane
The middle section displays the raw data (DP) as a function of time for only the selected
injection. You can adjust the integration range and the baseline in this section. The injec-
tion number is shown in the area between the Previous and Next buttons, and the cor-
responding injection is also highlighted in the raw data graph in the upper section.

The left-hand gray marker pair define the integration area and the blue right-hand marker
pair define the baseline. The outermost markers are fixed and span the time period from
the start of one injection peak to the start of the next injection peak. The inner markers
define the selected integration range and baseline.

To adjust the baseline and integration range markers individually, clear the Lock Markers
check box. This may be helpful if you are trying to avoid both integrating and fitting the
baseline to a problem region in the current injection.

If the current injection does not meeting quality standards, the following icon will appear:

Adjusting this injection's baseline or excluding this injectionmayaffect the experiment's bin
assignment.
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Adjust integration range
To adjust the integration range, perform the following steps.

Step Action

1 Select an injection peak to be adjusted.

2 Clear the Lock Markers checkbox, if necessary.

3
Drag the right-hand integrationmarker to thedesired position.

Result: Data between thegray integrationmarkers is integrated.

4

If more injection peaks need to be adjusted, continue to thenext peak, either by

l clicking thedesired peak in the rawdata graph in theupper section
or

l by clicking Previous or Next in themiddle section.

5 Repeat step 1 to 3.

Adjust baseline
To adjust the baseline, perform the following steps.

Step Action

1 Select an injection peak to be adjusted.

2 Clear the Lock Markers checkbox, if necessary.

3
Drag the left-hand baselinemarker to thedesired position.

Result: Data between theblue baselinemarkers is fit as baseline.

4

If more injection peaks need to be adjusted, continue to thenext peak, either by

l clicking thedesired peak in the rawdata graph in theupper section
or

l by clicking Previous or Next in themiddle section.

5 Repeat step 1 to 3.

It is also possible to do fine adjustments of the integrated area by dragging the red data
points, but note that moving the baseline marker will automatically refit the entire
baseline, thus negating any fine adjustments.
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Lower section of charts pane

l Select the Show Excluded Injections check box to show excluded data points in
the normalized heat plot in the upper section.

l Change Points per injection to set the number of dragable red data points
between injections.

l Change Time Factor to affect the automatic placement of baseline markers and
integration markers. A larger time factor will generally place the markers further
along the injection.

l To undo adjustments, click Reset Baseline.

Note: Changing Time Factor or Points per injection restores the default pos-
itions of the baseline and integration markers. This negates any changes for the
current experiment in this workspace.
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Adjust SIM Markers

Introduction
When using the One Set of Sites - SIM or the Enzyme Kinetics - Single injection fitting
models, manual data adjustments can be made in the Adjust SIMMarkers or the Adjust
Enzyme Markersworkspace, respectively.

Adjust SIMMarkers and Adjust Enzyme Markersworkspaces

The Adjust SIMmarkers and Adjust Enzyme Markersworkspaces contains three
panes.

l Experiments pane, where the files that are used in the analysis and their Bin are
displayed.

l Charts pane, where graphs and parameter settings necessary for baseline and
integration range adjustments are displayed. This pane is the work area for adjust-
ment of the baseline and integration range.

Experiment Information pane, where information about the experiment and the
analysis results are displayed.

Charts pane
The middle pane is further divided into three subsections as described in the following
illustration:
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Section Function

1 (upper section)

Graph displaying the raw injection data.

This section displays graphical presentations of the raw injection data as a
function of time.

The left-hand gray truncationmarker pair selects data to be fitted, and the
blue right-handmarker pair define the region fit as baseline.

In the case of Enzyme Kinetics - Single Injection, youmay select which
injection to analyze. Only onemay be analyzed at a time. In this case, markers
will be placed on that injection.

2 (middle section) Graph displaying the fitted data.

3 (lower section)

Commands

To undo adjustments, clickReset Markers.

In the case of Enzyme Kinetics - Single Injection, youmay select which
injection to analyze. If applicable, buttonswill appear, allowing theuser to
select this injection.



ASSIGN CONTROLS
This section describes how to assign controls and the available control subtraction meth-
ods.
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The following topics are covered in this section:

Assign controls workspace 44

Subtract control data 46
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Assign controls workspace

Introduction
The Assign Controlsworkspace is available for the One Set of Sites, Two Sets of Sites,
Dissociation and Sequential Binding Sites fitting models.

The workspace contains three panes.

l Experiments pane, where the experiments used in the analysis and their indi-
vidual Bin are displayed.

l Charts pane, where graphs of integrated heats as a function of injections are dis-
played and controls can be assigned to experiments.

l Experiment Information pane, where both information about the experiment
and the analysis results are displayed.

Charts pane
The charts pane displays two graphs of the experiments selected in the Experiments
pane. The left graph shows concentration-normalized integrated injection heats as a func-
tion of molar ratio. The right graph shows raw integrated heats as a function of injection
number. If a control data file is assigned to the experiments displayed, the control data is
also plotted in the graph.
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Common commands
In the lowest section of the middle pane of the Assign Controlsworkspace, there are one
button and two check boxes that are common for all control subtraction types. These are
described in the following table.

Command Function

Reset Controls
Click this button to reset all controls for the selected exper-
iment(s) to thedefault assignments.

Show Excluded Injections
Select this checkbox to showexcluded injections. This check
box is selected by default.

Show Legend
Clear this checkbox to hide all graph legends. This checkbox is
selected by default.
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Reset Controls button
Clicking Reset Controlswill reassign all selected control experiment(s) and then initialize
a new fit. However, the current fitting parameters will be used as initial values for this fit.
This means that the new fit will not necessarily settle on the same fitting parameters as
when initially loading the experiment.

To fit the model using the same initial values as when initially loading the experiment:

l In the Adjust Fit workspace, click Reset Parameters and then click Fit.

Subtract control data

Introduction
Integrated heats from control experiments can be used as references. The control heats
will be subtracted from the reaction heats.

Note: If an assigned control's baseline is modified or if one of its data points is
excluded/included, its injection heats will be newly integrated. Any dataset that
references that control will automatically be refit.

Depending on the control subtraction method selected you can assign one or more con-
trols to an experiment. Select the desired control subtraction method on the Type menu
below the heading Control Subtraction. The selected control method is listed as Control
Method in the Experiment Information pane.

l Controls may not be subtracted from controls.

l The Bin of a control may not be changed if any datasets are referencing
that control.

l You may not assign the same control to an experiment and its ref-
erenced competitor.
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Available control methods are:

l None

l Fitted Offset

l Single (only available if experiments where the Bin is set to Control have been
added to the analysis)

l Composite (only available if experiments where the Bin is set to Control have
been added to the analysis)

Note: If the fitted offset option is selected (or deselected), it is assumed the
user does not wish to fit for an offset. Thus, the Offset fitting parameters is
automatically set to 0 and varied (or not varied).

Constant control
This is the default control method when opening an experiment without an assigned con-
trol experiment.

l On the Type menu, click Fitted Offset.

Result: A constant control heat will be assumed and fitted to the integrated heats
along with the chosen model's fitting parameters. The constant control heat is lis-
ted as Offset under the Results heading in the Experiment Information pane.

No control subtraction

l On the Type menu, click None.

Result: No control subtraction will be applied to the selected experiment.

Automatic assignment of control experiments
Only experiments where the Bin is set to Control can be assigned as controls to another
experiment. Experiments with a file name ending with "_ctrl" will automatically be set as
Controlwhen added to the analysis.
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Controls will automatically be assigned to experiments based on filenames. String match-
ing in experiment and control filenames will determine what control will be automatically
assigned to what experiment, but try to keep _ctrlwill be compared to all non-control
experiment names. If that key string is found anywhere in a filename, that file will be
assigned that control. See the following example.

You can also manually change the Bin of an experiment to Control in the Experiments
pane. See Experiments pane on page 22.

Example

Experiment Possible controls

test_1.itc
1_ctrl.itc

test_ctrl.itc

test2.itc
2_ctrl.itc

test_ctrl.itc

Monday_test.itc
test_ctrl.itc

nda_ctrl.itc

Note: Be careful with your naming scheme. It is possible to load more than one
control dataset to the experiments, and the automatic control assignment will
simply pick the first valid match in the list.

The Method menu
TheMethodmenu is displayed when the control methods Single or Composite is selec-
ted. For each control experiment select Line,Mean or Point to Point.

Option Description

Line
A line fitted to the control dataset's injection heatswill be subtracted from the exper-
iment's injection heats.

Mean
Themean of the control dataset's injection heatswill be subtracted from the exper-
iment's injection heats.

Point to
Point

The control dataset's injection heatswill be subtracted from the experiment's cor-
responding injection heats.
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Subtract single control
Control heats of a single dataset will be subtracted from the experiment's integrated
heats.

Step Action

1
On theTypemenu, clickSingle.

Result: The Filename andMethodmenuswill be shown below theTypemenu.

2

On the Filenamemenu, click the experiment youwant to assign as control to the selec-
ted experiment(s).

Note: Only experimentswith aBin of Control are listed in the Filename
menu.

3

On theMethodmenu, click the subtractionmethod youwant to use.

Result: The chosen controlwill be displayed in thegraph of integrated heats as a func-
tion of injections. Parameters below theResults heading in theExperiment Inform-
ation panewill also beupdated.

Types of composite control experiments
When the Composite control method is selected, three rows of Filename andMethod
menus will be shown below the Type menu. The names given are suggestions on what
type of control experiments that you may want to run.

Name Description

Titrant ->
Buffer (-)

Adataset of a control experiment where the titrant is injected into the sample cell
containing buffer solution only.

Buffer -> Cell
Material (-)

Adataset of a control experiment where buffer solution is injected into the
sample cell containingmacromolecules in buffer solution.

Buffer ->
Buffer (+)

Adataset of a control experiment where buffer solution is injected into the
sample cell containing buffer solution only.

Note: This experiment's dataset will be added, not subtracted, to the
controlled experiment's dataset.
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Subtract composite controls
Control heats of multiple datasets will be subtracted from the experiment's integrated
heats.

Step Action

1

On theTypemenu, clickComposite.

Result: Three rows of Filename andMethodmenuswill be shown below theType
menu.

2

On the Filenamemenu, click the experiment youwant to assign as control to the selec-
ted experiment(s). You can assign up to three different controls.

Note: Only experimentswith aBin of Control are listed in the Filename
menu.

3

On theMethodmenu, click the subtractionmethod youwant to use.

Result: The chosen controlwill be displayed in thegraph of integrated heats as a func-
tion of injections. Parameters below theResults heading in theExperiment Inform-
ation panewill also beupdated.



ADJUST CURVE FIT
If the automatically generated analysis data is not satisfactory, it is possible to adjust the fit-
ting parameters manually in order to obtain good analysis results. This can be the case
when: too many fitting parameters are varied, using the more complex models or erroneous
concentrations have been entered.
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This section describes advanced curve fitting adjustment for all fitting models and covers:

Adjust Fit workspace 52

Adjust Fit - FittingModel: One Set of Sites 54

Adjust Fit - FittingModel: Two Sets of Sites 58

Adjust Fit - FittingModel: Dissociation 60

Adjust Fit - FittingModel: Sequential Binding Sites 62

Adjust Fit - FittingModel: One Set of Sites - SIM 65

Adjust Fit - FittingModel: Enzyme Kinetics - Multiple Injections 67

Adjust Fit - FittingModel: Enzyme Kinetics - Single Injection 69
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Adjust Fit workspace

Introduction
The Adjust Fit workspace contains three panes.

l Experiments pane, where the experiments used in the analysis and their indi-
vidual Bin are displayed.

l Charts pane, where graphs of integrated heats as a function of injections are dis-
played and controls can be assigned to experiments.

l Experiment Information pane, where both information about the experiment
and the analysis results are displayed.

Charts pane
The charts pane is divided into three subsections as described in the following illus-
tration.
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Section Function

1 (upper
section)

Charts view

This section displays a graphical presentation of the injection heat calculated from
integrated rawdata.

2 (middle
section)

Fitting controls

This section displays the fitting parameters that can be adjusted before starting the fit-
ting iteration procedure.

3 (lower sec-
tion)

Common commands and checkboxes

This section displays commands and checkboxes that are common for all fittingmod-
els.

Common commands
At the lower section of the charts pane in the Adjust Fit workspace, there are three com-
mands and two check boxes that are common for all fitting models. These commands and
check boxes are described in the following table.

Feature Function

Reset Command that will reset all parameters to the initial values.

Initialize Fit

Command that will overlay a curve calculated using themanually entered
parameter values.

This can behelpfulwhen searching for good initial values for the fit, which
can behelpful for themore complicated fittingmodels.

Fit
Command that will perform amaximum of 200 iterations using the Leven-
berg-Marquardt algorithm.

Show Excluded
Injections

Selecting this checkbox will showany excluded injections. This checkbox is
selected by default.

Show Legend
Clearing this checkbox will hide all figure legends. This checkbox is selected
by default.

Iterate Once
Command that will perform one iteration using the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm. This can behelpfulwhen you are trying to convergeusing a com-
plex model.

Simplex Fit

Command that will perform one iteration using the Simplex algorithm. This
can behelpfulwhen the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm fails to converge.

Note: Fitting parameter errors and prediction bands are not calculated
unless iterations of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm are performed.
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Adjust Fit - Fitting Model: One Set of Sites

Introduction
The one site fitting model is the most commonly used fitting model for calorimetry exper-
iments, and are set as the default fitting model. The model for one set of sites will work
for any number of sites, n, if all sites have the same K

D
and ΔH.

If a macromolecule has sites with two different values of K
D
and/or ΔH, then the model

with two sets of sites must be used.

You may need to adjust the fitting parameters to get a good fit if:

l the one site binding is a weak binding interaction

l there is not enough information in the curve fitting for all four parameter (N, K
D
,

ΔH and Offset)

l you want to vary the concentrations

l competitive binding needs to be modeled

Competitive binding
Competitive binding experiments are carried out by injecting a strongly binding ligand
into a solution that contains both the macromolecule and the weaker, competing ligand.
The strong ligand will appear to bind more weakly to the macromolecule in the presence
of the competing ligand than when present alone.

In order to perform curve-fitting on results from a competitive binding experiment, a
second non-competitive experiment must first be carried out in the conventional way to
determine those binding parameters. These known parameters are used as input to the
competitive experiment.

Some rules:

l You may not reference a dataset as a competitor if it shares a control.

l You may not reference a dataset as a competitor if it is also fitted to the com-
petitive model.
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l You may not use the competitive model if you are also using the ligand is in cell
option.

l You may not reference a dataset as a competitor if it is using the ligand is in cell
option.

If a competitive reference has its baseline modified or if one of its data points is
excluded/included, its results will automatically change. Any dataset that ref-
erences that competitor will automatically be refit as well.

Reverse titrations
Whenever the ligand and macromolecule each have only one site for interaction with the
other, then the system is symmetrical, and it does not matter which of the two is loaded
into the sample cell and which into the injection syringe. It is important to carefully record
the proper concentration of the species in the syringe and cell.

In cases where the ligand is sparingly soluble and the macromolecule is not, it may be use-
ful to load the ligand into the sample cell since the starting concentration then does not
need to be so high. Cases where the ligand is loaded in the sample cell and the mac-
romolecule in the syringe are often called reverse titrations. The situation is more com-
plicated if the macromolecule has more than one site (even if there is only one set of
sites).

Some rules:

l You may not use this option if you are already using the competitive model.

l You may not use this option on a datset if it is referenced as a competitor.
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Fitted model plot

The charts pane displays the curve for each individual injection heat, calculated from integ-
rated raw data using the One Set of Sites fitting model. The graph shows the estimated
heat of binding (ΔH) as a function of molar ratio.
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Fitting parameters
The fitting model parameters that can be adjusted for the One Set of Sites fitting model
are displayed below the fitted model plot. All values, such as Initial Value, Lower Bound
and Upper Bound, can be changed if the Vary check box is selected. If the Vary check
box is cleared, the Lower Bound and Upper Bound cannot be edited.

The parameters that can be adjusted in this fitting model are:

l the number of binding sites (N),

l the estimated binding constant (K
D
),

l the estimated heat of binding (ΔH),

l the offset, and

l the concentrations in the syringe and the cell.

If the Fitted Offset control subtraction option is selected (or deselected), it is assumed
the user does not wish to fit for an offset: Thus, the Offset fitting parameters is auto-
matically set to 0 and varied (or not varied). This can be manually overridden. For example,
no control option may be specified, but the offset parameter may still be varied.

Select the Ligand is in Cell check box if you would like the enthalpy data to be reported
per mol of the material in the cell rather than the syringe. This option is useful when com-
paring the fitted parameters of a titration with another with the same binding partners
but loaded with the reverse configuration.

If a ligand is present in the cell, the Ligand In Cell check box has to be selected.

If a competitor is included, the Use Competitive Model check box has to be selected.
The parameters for the competing molecule are enabled for adjustments by selecting this
check box. Apart from adjusting the number of binding sites (N), the estimated binding
constant (K

D
), the estimated heat of binding ΔH, and the cell concentration, it is also pos-

sible to define the properties of the unknown binder and parameter source.
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Adjust Fit - Fitting Model: Two Sets of Sites

Introduction
This fitting model is used for proteins with two non-identical sites for binding.

Fitted model plot

The charts pane displays the curve for each individual injection heat, calculated from integ-
rated raw data using the Two Sets of Sites fitting model. The graph shows the estim-
ated heat of binding (ΔH) as a function of molar ratio.
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Fitting parameters
The fitting parameters that can be adjusted for the Two Sets of Sites fitting model are
displayed below the fitting model plot. All values, such as Initial Value, Lower Bound
and Upper Bound, can be changed if the Vary check box is selected. If the Vary check
box is cleared, the Lower Bound and Upper Bound cannot be edited.

The parameters that can be adjusted in this fitting model are:

l the value for binding site 1 (N
1
) and binding site 2 (N

2
),

l the estimated binding constant for binding site 1 (K
D1
) and binding site 2 (K

D2
),

l the estimated heat of binding for binding site 1 (ΔH
1
) and for binding site 2

(ΔH
2
), and

l the offset.

If the Fitted Offset control subtraction option is selected (or deselected), it is assumed
the user does not wish to fit for an offset. Thus, the Offset fitting parameters is auto-
matically set to 0 and varied (or not varied). This can be manually overridden. For example,
no control option may be specified, but the offset parameter may still be varied.

If a ligand is present in the cell, the Ligand In Cell check box has to be selected.
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Adjust Fit - Fitting Model: Dissociation

Introduction
This model is intended for the analysis of heats of dilution data where the sample com-
pound in the syringe has a tendency to form dimers.

Multiple injections are made from the syringe and the resulting heats analyzed to give
best values for the dissociation constant K

D
, and the heat of dissociation ΔH.

It is assumed in this model that the stoichiometry is well-defined, that is, no aggregates
with stoichiometry higher than 2 are present. By measuring heats for a series of injections
it is then possible, using curve-fitting, to determine the dissociation constant K

D
, and

heat of dissociation.

Fitted model plot

The charts pane displays the curve for each individual injection heat of the monomer, cal-
culated from integrated raw data using the Dissociation fitting model. The graph shows
the estimated energy per mol of monomer as a function of equivalent monomer con-
centration in the cell.
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Fitting parameters
The fitting parameters that can be adjusted for the Dissociation fitting model are dis-
played below the fitted model plot. All values, such as Initial Value, Lower Bound and
Upper Bound, can be changed if the Vary check box is selected. If the Vary check box is
cleared, the Lower Bound and Upper Bound cannot be edited.

The parameters that can be adjusted in this fitting model are:

l the estimated binding constant (K
D
),

l the estimated heat of binding (ΔH),

l the offset, and

l the concentrations in the syringe and the cell.

If the Fitted Offset control subtraction option is selected (or deselected), it is assumed
the user does not wish to fit for an offset. Thus, the Offset fitting parameters is auto-
matically set to 0 and varied (or not varied). This can be manually overridden. For example,
no control option may be specified, but the offset parameter may still be varied.
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Adjust Fit - Fitting Model: Sequential Binding Sites

Introduction
The models discussed previously applies to independent sites. In biological systems the
binding of a ligand to one site is often influenced by whether or not ligands are bound to
any of the other sites. The influence phenomenon is called cooperativity.

If the sites are non-identical, then binding studies alone cannot determine whether the
sites are independent or interacting.

On the other hand, if the sites within a molecule are known to be identical, then it may be
possible to determine if they are interacting.

Cooperativity case description
Consider the simplest case, that of a macromolecule with two identical sites, for example,
a homodimeric protein.

If the sites are identical, then it is not possible to distinguish between binding at the first
site and binding at the second site, but there is a sequential saturation since the first lig-
and (K

D1
, H

1
) has more available empty sites to bind to than the second ligand (K

D2
, H

2
).

Cooperativity can be determined at half saturation when the dominant molecular forms
are the macromolecules with either two or no ligands attached, with very little of the
singly-liganded form.

Positive cooperativity
A system displays positive cooperativity if K

D2
>K

D1
.

Positive cooperativity is generally more difficult to distinguish from binding studies alone,
since the tendency is for both sites on any single molecule to saturate together with heat
change H

1
+ H

2
, so that only one "phase" is seen in the titration curve.

Negative cooperativity
A system displays negative cooperativity if K

D1
>K

D2
.

Negative cooperativity can be more easily detected from binding studies, since there will
be two different "phases" occurring: the strong binding of the first ligand and weaker
binding of the second.
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Fitted model plot

The charts pane displays the curve for each individual injection heat, calculated from integ-
rated raw data using the Sequential Binding Sites fitting model. The graph shows the
estimated heat of binding (ΔH) as a function of molar ratio.
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Fitting parameters
The fitting parameters that can be adjusted for the Sequential Binding Sites fitting
model are displayed below the fitted model plot. All values, such as Initial Value, Lower
Bound and Upper Bound, can be changed if the Vary check box is selected. If the Vary
check box is cleared, the Lower Bound and Upper Bound cannot be edited.

The parameters that can be adjusted in this fitting model are:

l the estimated binding constant for binding site 1 (K
D1
) and for up to 5 binding

sites (K
D2

to K
D5
),

l the estimated heat of binding for binding site 1 (ΔH
1
) and for up to 5 binding

sites (ΔH
2
to ΔH

5
), and

l the offset.

If the Fitted Offset control subtraction option is selected (or deselected), it is assumed
the user does not wish to fit for an offset. Thus, the Offset fitting parameters is auto-
matically set to 0 and varied (or not varied). This can be manually overridden. For example,
no control option may be specified, but the offset parameter may still be varied.

If a ligand is present in the cell, the Ligand In Cell check box has to be selected.

The values for the number of sites (Number of sites), the concentration in the syringe
([Syr] (M)), and the concentration in the cell ([Cell] (M)) can also be adjusted.
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Adjust Fit - Fitting Model: One Set of Sites - SIM

Introduction
MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software is also capable of analyzing a complete binding
experiment using only a single, continuous injection, as opposed to the normal pro-
cedure that requires multiple injections. In this single injection procedure, only one slow,
continuous injection of titrant solution is made into the cell material.

The binding parameters obtained from a well designed multiple injection exper-
iment usually have a higher degree of accuracy than a single injection exper-
iment. If the sample turnover rate is not a prime concern, perform the multiple
injection experiment for more precise binding parameters.

Fitted model plot

The charts pane displays the curve for each individual injection heat, calculated from integ-
rated raw data using the One Set of Sites - SIM fitting model. The graph shows the
estimated heat of binding (ΔH) as a function of molar ratio.
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Fitting parameters
The fitting parameters that can be adjusted for the One Set of Sites - SIM fitting model
are displayed below the fitted model plot. All values, such as Initial Value, Lower Bound
and Upper Bound, can be changed if the Vary check box is selected. If the Vary check
box is cleared, the Lower Bound and Upper Bound cannot be edited.

The parameters that can be adjusted in this fitting model are:

l the number of binding sites (N),

l the estimated binding constant (K
D
),

l the estimated heat of binding (ΔH),

l the offset, and

l the concentrations in the syringe and the cell.

If the Fitted Offset control subtraction option is selected (or deselected), it is assumed
the user does not wish to fit for an offset. Thus, the Offset fitting parameters is auto-
matically set to 0 and varied (or not varied). This can be manually overridden. For example,
no control option may be specified, but the offset parameter may still be varied.

If a competitor is included, the Use Competitive Model check box has to be selected.
The parameters for the competing molecule are enabled for adjustments by selecting this
check box. Apart from adjusting the number of binding sites (N), the estimated binding
constant (K

D
), the estimated heat of binding ΔH, and the cell concentration, it is also pos-

sible to define the properties of the unknown binder and parameter source.
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Adjust Fit - Fitting Model: Enzyme Kinetics - Mul-
tiple Injections

Introduction
Using this approach, multiple injections of substrate solution from the syringe are made
into the reaction cell containing enzyme solution (with or without inhibitor). After each
injection, a sufficient time is allowed for the instrument to equilibrate at the new power
level resulting from the increased substrate concentration.

Measurements are carried out quickly enough, however, so that little conversion of sub-
strate takes place relative to the total substrate contained in the cell. That is, substrate con-
centration [S] is calculated directly from the total added substrate assuming no significant
conversion.

The DP signal is automatically corrected for the instrument's response time to remove any
effect on the experimental data.

To get a good fit you must enter the heat of substrate conversion (ΔH) in the fitting
model.

Fitted model plot

The charts pane displays the curve for the rate of the reaction, calculated from integrated
raw data using the Enzyme Kinetics - Multiple Injections fitting model. The graph
shows the rate of substrate conversion as a function of substrate concentration.
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Fitting parameters
The fitting parameters that can be adjusted for the Enzyme Kinetics - Multiple Injec-
tions fitting model are displayed below the fitted model plot. All values, such as Initial
Value, Lower Bound and Upper Bound, can be changed if the Vary check box is selec-
ted. If the Vary check box is cleared, the Lower Bound and Upper Bound cannot be
edited.

The heat of substrate conversion (ΔH) must be entered for the model to fit properly. ΔH
must be obtained from a separate experiment. This separate experiment can be opened
together with the multiple injection file. First, set the fitting model to Enzyme Kinetics -
Single Injection and obtain the ΔH for as many single injections as desired. This can be
found in the bottom right corner of the Adjust Enzyme Markers workspace. Second,
change the fitting model to Enzyme Kinetics - Multiple Injections and enter the ΔH value
in this workspace.

The parameters that can be adjusted in this fitting model are:

l the catalytic rate constant for substrate conversion (k
cat
),

l Michaelis constant (K
M
),

l the enzyme concentration,

l the inhibition constant (K
I
),

l the inhibitor concentration, and

l Time to Average/Injection (s) - This specifies the time interval, counting backward
from the next injection, used for averaging the DP signal.

If an inhibitor is present, the Inhibitor Present check box must be selected.
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Adjust Fit - Fitting Model: Enzyme Kinetics - Single
Injection

Introduction
Assaying enzymes, inhibitors or substrates by calorimetric activity has the major advantage
that it works well for any enzyme/substrate/inhibitor system with no prior chemical modi-
fication of any participants in the reaction.

Using this approach, the reaction is initiated by the injecting enzyme solution from the syr-
inge into the sample cell containing substrate solution, or vice versa. If desired, a com-
petitive inhibitor may also be included in one solution or the other.

The reaction is allowed to go to completion in the calorimeter cell, and the rate of sub-
strate conversion is recorded as a function of time.

The DP signal is automatically corrected for the instrument's response time to remove any
effect on the experimental data.

You can enter the heat of substrate conversion (ΔH) in the fitting model or let it be auto-
matically calculated (default).
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Fitted model plot

The charts pane displays the curve for the rate of the reaction, calculated from integrated
raw data using the Enzyme Kinetics - Single Injection fitting model. The graph shows
the rate of substrate conversion as a function of substrate concentration.
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Fitting parameters
The fitting parameters that can be adjusted for the Enzyme Kinetics - Single Injection fit-
ting model are displayed below the fitted model plot. All values, such as Initial Value,
Lower Bound and Upper Bound, can be changed if the Vary check box is selected. If the
Vary check box is cleared, the Lower Bound and Upper Bound cannot be edited.

The parameters that can be adjusted in this fitting model are:

l the heat of substrate conversion (ΔH),

l the catalytic rate constant for substrate conversion (k
cat
),

l Michaelis constant (K
M
),

l the enzyme concentration,

l the inhibition constant (K
I
), and

l the inhibitor concentration.

If an inhibitor is present, the Inhibitor Present check box must be selected.

If the Auto-calculate check box is selected, the estimated heat of substrate conversion
will be calculated automatically.





PRESENTATION
This section describes the available analysis results and presentation options in the Present-
ationworkspace.
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The following topics are covered in this section:

The analysis presentation workspace 74

Result table 75

Final figure 76

Scatter plot 78

Injection table 79

Statistics plot 80

Signature plot 82

Raw plot 84

Integrated Heat Plot 85

Rate plot 86
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The analysis presentation workspace

Introduction
Analysis results are displayed in the Presentationworkspace. The workspace is divided
into two panes. The left pane displays the experiments included in the analysis and their
Bin, and the right analysis result pane presents the results from the analysis.

Analysis result pane
In total nine analysis result panes are available.

l Result table

l Final figure

l Scatter plot

l Injection table

l Statistics plot

l Signature plot

l Raw plot

l Injection plot

l Rate plot

The number of displayed analysis result panes vary depending on which fitting model is
used. Furthermore, the displayed analysis result parameters are dependent on the selec-
ted fitting model.
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Result table

Introduction
The analysis results from the experiments can be summarized in a table that is displayed
under the Result Table tab in the Presentationworkspace. All parameters specific for
the fitting model used are presented in the table.

The result table is available for all fitting models.

Table parameters and display options
The result table displays information about the experiment and the analysis results. These
results are also displayed under the Experiment Information pane in the other work-
spaces. Only the parameters that are specific for the fitting model are shown in the table.

Selected experiments are displayed in the Experiments pane on the left hand side. It is
possible to select both a single experiment or multiple experiments.

Error values can be added if the Display Errors check box is selected.

Average injection heat and standard deviation is tabulated for an experiment's injection
heats if the experiment is not Bin categorized as OK or Binding. This tabulation will be
done for all fitting models except for Enzyme Kinetics - Multiple Injections, Enzyme
Kinetics - Single Injection, and One Set of Sites - SIM.

Export of data
To export data from a table or from a curve, click the Export Data button.
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Final figure

Introduction
The final figure from the analysis is displayed under the Final Figure tab in the Present-
ationworkspace. Both raw data and integrated data are displayed in two graphs, respect-
ively.

The final figure is available for One Set of Sites, Two Sets of Sites, Dissociation and
Sequential Binding Sites fitting models.

Figure parameters and display options
The Final Figure displays raw data (upper curve) and integrated data (lower curve) from
the analysis. The units on the vertical and horizontal axis are adapted according to the fit-
ting model used.

Selected experiments are displayed in the Experiments pane on the left hand side. It is
possible to select both a single experiment or multiple experiments. It is possible to select
both a single data file or multiple data files.

l Select the Subtract Baseline check box to subtract the baseline from the curves.

l Select the Show Results check box to display the analysis results in the charts.

l To change the settings of the chart, click Chart Options.
Result: The Edit Chart And Curve Settings dialog opens.

Chart options
If the currently selected tab depicts a chart, you may click the Chart Option button to
adjust the chart and curve settings.

Export of data
To export data from a table or from a curve, click the Export Data button.

Note: Export Data can only be performed for one data file at a time.
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Export of image
To export a chart as an image, click the Export Image button.

Note: Export Data can only be performed for one data file at a time.

Note: The entire image including both the raw data curve and the integrated
curve will be saved.
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Scatter plot

Introduction
A scatter plot from the analysis is displayed under the Scatter Plot tab in the Present-
ationworkspace.

The scatter plot is available for all fitting models.

Plot parameters and display options
The Scatter Plot displays results for one specific analysis parameter at a time for a single
or multiple experiments from the analysis.

Selected experiments are displayed in the Experiments pane on the left hand side. It is
possible to select both a single experiment or multiple experiments.

The X axis displays the experiment with one experiment index for each experiment dis-
played.

The Y axis displays the result for the selected parameter .

l Select what parameter to plot in the Plotted Parameter menu. Available are
dependent on the fitting model chosen.

To change the settings of the chart, click Chart Options.
Result: The Edit Chart And Curve Settings dialog opens.

Chart options
If the currently selected tab depicts a chart, you may click the Chart Option button to
adjust the chart and curve settings.

Export of data
To export data from a table or from a curve, click the Export Data button.

Export of image
To export a chart as an image, click the Export Image button.
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Injection table

Introduction
The analysis results from the experiments can be summarized in a table that is displayed
under the Injection Table tab in the Presentationworkspace. All parameters specific for
the fitting model used are presented in the table.

The injection table is available for all fitting models.

Table parameters and display options
The injection table displays information about the experiment and the analysis results.
Only the parameters that are specific for the fitting model are shown in the table.

The experiment to display can be selected in the Experiments pane on the left hand side.
It is only possible to select one experiment at a time.

Export of data
To export data from a table or from a curve, click the Export Data button.
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Statistics plot

Introduction
A statistics plot from the analysis is displayed under the Statistics Plot tab in the Present-
ationworkspace.

The statistics plot is available for all fitting models and can be instructive on how sensitive
a model's results may be to scatter in the data or to howmany unknowns are varied.

Plot parameters and display options
The Statistics Plot displays a curve with the statistical deviations of integrated data from
the analysis (upper curve). The units on the Y and X axis are adapted after the fitting
model used.

Prediction bands are only available if the fitted result was a product of the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm. These prediction bands are not saved with the analysis project, so
to view them in a loaded analysis project requires you to perform additional iteratios
using the L-M algorithm.

The experiment to display can be selected in the Experiments pane on the left hand side.
It is only possible to select one experiment at a time.

The lower curve display residuals for the same integrated data analysis as the upper curve.

l Adjust the prediction band (in percent) by typing in the Prediction Band (%) box
(or with the percentage scale slider) at the bottom of the pane.

To change the settings of the chart, click Chart Options.
Result: The Edit Chart And Curve Settings dialog opens.

Chart options
If the currently selected tab depicts a chart, you may click the Chart Option button to
adjust the chart and curve settings.
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Export of data
To export data from a table or from a curve, click the Export Data button.

Note: Export Data can only be performed for one data file at a time.

Export of image
To export a chart as an image, click the Export Image button.

Note: Export Image can only be performed for one data file at a time.

Note: The entire image including the integrated curve and the residual curve
will be saved.
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Signature plot

Introduction
The signature plot from the analysis is displayed under the Signature Plot tab in the
Presentationworkspace. The signature plot presents howmuch of the change in Gibbs
free energy (ΔG) is dependent on enthalpy heat change (ΔH) and change in entropy (ΔS)
according to the equation ΔG = ΔH - TΔS (where T is the experiment's average run tem-
perature).

The signature plot is available for One Set of Sites and One Set of Sites - SIM fitting
models only.

Plot parameters and display options
The Signature Plot displays the distribution of change in Gibbs free energy (ΔG),
enthalpy heat change (ΔH), and change in entropy (TΔS) in energy per mol.

Selected experiments are displayed in the Experiments pane on the left hand side. It is
possible to select both a single experiment or multiple experiments.

l To change the settings of the chart, click Chart Options.
Result: The Edit Chart And Curve Settings dialog opens.
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Chart options
If the currently selected tab depicts a chart, you may click the Chart Option button to
adjust the chart and curve settings.

Export of data
To export data from a table or from a curve, click the Export Data button.

Note:Export Data can only be performed for one data file at a time.

Export of image
To export a chart as an image, click the Export Image button.

Note: Export Image can only be performed for one data file at a time.
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Raw plot

Introduction
A raw plot from the analysis is displayed under the Raw Plot tab in the Presentation
workspace.

The raw plot is available for all fitting models.

Plot parameters and display options
The Raw Plot displays a detailed view of the raw data for a single or multiple exper-
iments, which is also displayed in the upper graph under the Overview workspace (see
Workspace presentation on page 20).

Selected experiments are displayed in the Experiments pane on the left hand side. It is
possible to select both a single experiment or multiple experiments.

The X axis displays the time.

The Y axis displays the raw signal (Differential Power). Y axis offset can be selected by
selecting the Y-offset check box, and an offset value for the Y axis can be entered in the
Y-offset text box.

l To change the settings of the chart, click Chart Options.
Result: The Edit Chart And Curve Settings dialog opens.

Chart options
If the currently selected tab depicts a chart, you may click the Chart Option button to
adjust the chart and curve settings.

Export of data
To export data from a table or from a curve, click the Export Data button.

Export of image
To export a chart as an image, click the Export Image button.
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Integrated Heat Plot

Introduction
The injection plot from the analysis is displayed under the Integrated Heat Plot tab in
the Presentationworkspace.

This figure is available for One Set of Sites, Two Sets of Sites, Dissociation, Sequential
Binding Sites, and One Set of Sites - SIM fitting models.

Plot parameters and display options
The Integrated Heat Plot displays a detailed view of integrated heat for each injection in
a single or multiple experiments.

l Click Raw Heat to view a chart of raw heat plotted against injections.

l Click Normalized Heat to view a chart of normalized heat as a function of molar
ratio.

l To change the settings of the chart, click Chart Options.
Result: The Edit Chart And Curve Settings dialog opens.

Selected experiments are displayed in the Experiments pane on the left hand side. It is
possible to select both a single experiment or multiple experiments.

Chart options
If the currently selected tab depicts a chart, you may click the Chart Option button to
adjust the chart and curve settings.

Export of data
To export data from a table or from a curve, click the Export Data button.

Export of image
To export a chart as an image, click the Export Image button.
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Rate plot

Introduction
The rate plot from the analysis is displayed under the Rate Plot tab in the Presentation
workspace.

The rate plot is available for Enzyme Kinetics - Multiple Injections and Enzyme Kinetics
- Single Injection fitting models only.

Plot parameters and display options
The Rate Plot displays the rate of substrate conversion as a function of substrate con-
centration.

Selected experiments are displayed in the Experiments pane on the left hand side. It is
possible to select both a single experiment or multiple experiments.

Settings can be changed in the Edit Chart And Curve Settings dialog, which is accessed
through the Chart Option button.

Chart options
If the currently selected tab depicts a chart, you may click the Chart Option button to
adjust the chart and curve settings.

Export of data
To export data from a table or from a curve, click the Export Data button.

Export of image
To export a chart as an image, click the Export Image button.



EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
This section provides guidelines on how to design an ITC experiment. The MicroCal PEAQ-
ITC Analysis Software has preinstalled default method parameter settings for the different
fitting models. The Design Experiment workspace can be used to create and simulate
experiments with alternative method parameter settings.
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The following topics are covered in this section:

Guided experimental design 88

Advanced experimental design 91
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Guided experimental design

Introduction
The Guidedmode of the Experimental design view helps you design one-to-one bind-
ing experiments and simulate basic runs.

l Click the Guided tab to enter Guidedmode.

Guided mode workspace
The workspace is divided into two panes.

In the left, design pane you can enter experiment estimates and read the recommended
concentrations for the current estimates.

The right, simulation pane displays two graphs showing simulated raw injection data and
integrated injection data.

Pane Function

1 (left pane)

Design pane

In this pane you can:

l enter estimates for the dissociation constant
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Pane Function

(K
D
) and heat change (ΔH)

l read the recommended concentrations for the
current estimates.

2 (right pane)

Simulation pane

This panedisplays the simulation by two graphs show-
ing:

l the raw injection data, and

l the integrated injection data.

In this pane you can also read adiscussion on how to
design the experiment using the currently set estimates.

Enter an estimate of the dissociation constant
In the left pane, enter an estimation of the dissociation constant for the ligand-protein
system used in the experiment in the Enter K

D
estimate (M) box.

Enter an estimate of heat exchange
If you want to enter an estimate of heat change for the ligand-protein system:

Step Action

1 In the left pane, select theYes checkbox.

2 Enter the estimate in theUse ΔH Estimate (kcal/mol) box.

Simulate custom concentrations
If you want to simulate custom concentrations:

Step Action

1 In the left pane, select theOverlay Custom Scenario checkbox.

2
Enter the concentrations in the [Cell] (M) and [Syr] (M) boxes.

Result: The simulated runs are displayed in the right pane.
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Starting concentrations
The starting concentrations for the currently set estimates are displayed below the head-
ing Starting Concentrations in the left pane.

Default values for the concentration in the cell, the concentration in the syringe, the total
heat of the experiment, and the c-value are shown, and can be adjusted by selecting the
Overlay Custom Scenario.

If a less than ideal experiment is simulated, the Heat and c-value can be accompanied by
warnings.

Simulated graphs
The right pane displays simulations of raw injection data in the left chart and a fitted
curve of the simulated integrated injections data in the right chart.

There are two display options for the simulated integrated injections data plot, nor-
malized heat and raw heat.

Reset button

Click Reset to reset all simulation and experimental parameters.

Save as Method button
You can save simulation and experimental parameters as method files. Save as the ITC
Method file type for methods that are to be used in MicroCal PEAQ-ITC. Save as the INJ
file type for methods that are to be used in MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Automated.

Step Action

1
ClickSave as Method.

Result: TheSave As dialog opens.

2 Type a file name in the File name box if necessary.

3 Select file type in theSave as type list.

4 Browse to select a destination to save the file.

5
ClickSave.

Result: Themethodwill be saved in the file format selected above.
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Advanced experimental design

Introduction
Advanced experimental design can be performed in the Advancedmode of the Design
Experiment view.

It is possible to edit more experimental parameters in the Advancedmode than in the
Guidedmode, but you will not receive recommendations or comments as help text.

l Click the Advanced tab to enter Advancedmode.

Advanced mode workspace
The workspace is divided into two panes.

Select fitting model and experimental parameters in the left, design pane.

The right, simulation pane displays two graphs showing simulated raw injection data and
integrated injection data.

Pane Function

1 (left pane)
Design pane

In this pane you can:
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Pane Function

l select fittingmodel

l edit the experimental parameters for the instrument

l edit injection details.

2 (right pane)

Simulation pane

This panedisplays the simulation by two graphs showing:

l the raw injection data, and

l the integrated injection data.

In this pane you can also adjust the experimental parameters for the sim-
ulation.

Experimental method
You can select fitting model for your simulation in the Select Experiment Methodmenu
in the left, design pane.

The selectable models are:

l One Set of Sites

l Competitive Binding

l Two Sets of Sites

l Dissociation

l Sequential Binding Sites
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Instrument settings
You can edit the settings for the instrument in the left, design pane.

Note: Not all settings reflect a change in the simulation, but they will be reflec-
ted in a saved method file.

Instrument setting Description

Temp (°C)

Enter the desired run temperature for the experiment.

The instrument's operating range is 2°C to 80°C.Most runs are per-
formed at 25°C (room temperature).

Reference Power
Enter a value for referencepower. Thedifferential power (DP) baseline
will equilibrate near this value.

FeedBack

The feedbackmodeaffects both response time and sensitivity. High gain
provides the fastest response time. No gain (passivemode,None)
provides thehighest sensitivity.

Most ITC reactions require using theHigh setting.

Monitoring long, slow thermal processes (for example, kinetics, meta-
bolic rates) might benefit from using theNone (passive) or Low set-
tings.

Stir speed (rpm)
Enter the sample cell stirring speed in revolutions per minute. Faster stir-
ringmay benecessary if the sample cell contains suspended particles, for
example agarose beads.

Initial Delay (s)
Enter the time (s) between the start of the run and the first injection
(standard value 60 s). This is necessary to establish a baseline before the
first injection.
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Injection settings
You can edit the injection settings in the left, design pane.

Injection setting Description

# of Injections

Enter the number of injections for the titration (ITC) experiment.

Themultiple injectionmethod requires aminimum of 10 to 15 injec-
tions.

The single injectionmethod uses one injection.

Volume(μL)
Enter the volume (μl) of titrant to be injected from thepipette into
the sample cell for the injection(s) selected in the injection list.

Duration(s)
Enter how long (seconds) each injection of titrant into the sample
cell for will be.

Spacing(s)

Enter the time (seconds) between thebeginning of the injection(s)
selected in the injection list and thebeginning of thenext injection
(or end of run).

The injection spacingmust allowenough timebetween injections to
allow theDP signal to return to thebaseline after an injection peak
deflection. Typical values for this parameter range from 90 to 180
seconds, depending on the feedbackmode, temperature and reac-
tion kinetics.

For the single injectionmethod, the spacing should be
at least 90 seconds longer than theduration of the
injection.

Edit injections

l Double-click a box in the injection list to edit an injection.

l Click Apply to all to copy the selected injection's settings to all other injections in
the list.

l Click Apply to Rest to copy the selected injection's settings to all following injec-
tions in the list.
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Reference power
The reference power is a small constant amount of power supplied to the offset heater of
the reference cell. This causes the DP feedback system to supply compensating power to
the sample cell to equilibrate the temperatures. The best choice for the reference power
setting can be determined by the anticipated size and sign of the titration heats. The fol-
lowing table gives some guidelines.

Expected reaction type Suggested reference power

Large exothermic Large value (approx. 10 μcal/s using high feedback)

Large endothermic Small value (approx. 0.5 μcal/s)

Unknown Intermediate value (5 μcal/s using high feedback)

Simulated graphs
In the right, simulation pane, you can follow your simulation and adjust simulations para-
meter, such as concentration and binding parameters.

The upper section displays two graphs that are used to evaluate the simulation, one dis-
playing raw injection data and one displaying integrated injection data.

There are two display options for the integrated injection data plot, normalized heat and
raw heat.

The lower section provides options for adjusting the simulation parameters.

Note: All graphs and simulation parameters displayed in this pane are specific
for the fitting model chosen.

Reset button

Click Reset to reset all simulation and experimental parameters.
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Save as Method button
You can save simulation and experimental parameters as method files. Save as the ITC
Method file type for methods that are to be used in MicroCal PEAQ-ITC. Save as the INJ
file type for methods that are to be used in MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Automated.

Step Action

1
ClickSave as Method.

Result: TheSave As dialog opens.

2 Type a file name in the File name box if necessary.

3 Select file type in theSave as type list.

4 Browse to select a destination to save the file.

5
ClickSave.

Result: Themethodwill be saved in the file format selected above.



REFERENCE INFORMATION
This section provides useful information about computer requirements, getting help, and
equations used for fitting ITC data.
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The following topics are covered in this section:

Computer specifications 98

Where to get help 98

Equations used for fitting ITC data 99
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Computer specifications

Introduction
MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software can be installed on a standard PC. The operating
systems recommended for installation are Windows 7 and Windows 8.1.

Requirements
The following table describes the recommended computer specifications for MicroCal
PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software.

Part Requirements

Hard disk space Minimum 10GB

Internalmemory space Minimum 2GBwith at least 1 GB free

Operating system Windows 7 and 8.1 , 32 or 64 bits versions, recommended

Operating system language English (U.S.) Code1033

Where to get help
This section gives information on the various channels in place to get help with your
MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software system.

Help desk
All queries about the system should be directed to your local Malvern Instruments rep-
resentative, quoting the following information:

l Model and serial number of the instrument (usually located on the outside cas-
ing of the instrument).

l Software version (see Help-About in the software).

l Firmware version (the Helpdesk will inform you how to locate this information).

Contact the International Helpdesk if the local Malvern Instruments representative is not
available:

Telephone: +44 (0) 1684 891800 or email: helpdesk@malvern.com.
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Note: this help line is primarily English speaking.

Remote support

Malvern Instruments offers a remote support service, delivered by an Internet connection.
Benefits include fast and efficient fault diagnosis, reducing downtime and costs.

Malvern website - www.malvern.com
The Malvern Instruments website offers a comprehensive range of particle char-
acterization resources for use by customers 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Please contact Malvern Instruments for any data analysis questions or issues you may
have.

Equations used for fitting ITC data
This section describes the equations that are the basis for fitting ITC data with MicroCal
PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software.

In this section:

l Displaced volume effects

l Single set of identical sites

l Two sets of independent sites

l Sequential binding sites

l Enzyme, substrate, inhibitor assay

l Dimer dissociation mode

l Competitive binding mode

l Chi-square (Chi2) minimization

Displaced volume effects
The table describes the parameters used in the following equations.

ParameterDescription

V
0

active cell volume

∆V
i

ith injection volume
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ParameterDescription

∆V total volume injected

M0
t

initial bulk concentration of cellmaterial

M0
t

bulk concentration of cellmaterial in the active volume

X
t

bulk concentration of injectant in the active volume

[syr] concentration of injectant in the syringe

Note: It will be assumed throughout that the macromolecule M is in the cell at
an initial bulk concentration (moles/l) before the first injection, and the ligand X
to be injected is initially at zero concentration in the cell.

The working volume (grey) of the lollipop-shaped cell is V
0
, the size of the ith injection is

∆V
i
and the total liquid, which has been injected at any point during the experiment, ∆V

is simply the sum of the individual ∆V
i
for all injections.

Both the cell and the cell stem are filled with macromolecule solution, but only the active
volume is monitored calorimetrically. Each injection drives liquid from the active volume
into the cell stem (darkened portion representing ΔV). Consequently, in a typical exper-
iment, M

t
decreases slightly (~1%) with each injection. We assume no mixing occurs

between the active volume and the cell stem, so the average bulk concentration of mac-
romolecule in ΔV is the computed to be the average of M0

t
and M0

t
. Taking this into

account, conservation of mass requires that

Equation (1)
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so that

Equation (2)

Using similar reasoning, it is shown that X
t
can be defined as follows:

Equation (3)

so that

Equation (4)

The above expressions forM
t
and X

t
are used by MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software to

correct for displaced volume effects, which occur with each injection.
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Single set of identical sites
The table describes the parameters used in the following equations.

ParameterDescription

K binding constant

n number of sites

[M] free concentration of macromolecule in the active volume

[X] free concentration of ligand in the active volume

Θ fraction of sites occupied by the ligandX

∆H molar heat of ligand binding

Equation (5)

Equation (6)

Combining (5) and (6) gives

Equation (7)
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The total heat content Q of the solution contained in V
0
(determined relative to zero for

the unliganded species) at fractional saturation Θ  is

Equation (8)

Solving the quadratic Equation (7) for Θ  and then substituting this into Equation (8) gives

Equation (9)

The value of Q above can be calculated (for any designated values of n, K, and ∆H) atthe
end of the ith injection and designated Q (i). The parameter of interest for comparison
with experiment, however, is the change in heat content from the completion of the i -1

injection to completion of the i injection. The expression for Q in Equation (9) only applies
to the liquid contained in volume V

0
. Therefore, after completing an injection, it is obvi-

ous that a correction must be made for displaced volume (i.e., ∆V
i
= injection volume)

since some of the liquid in V
0
after the i -1 injection will no longer be in V

0
after the ith

injection, even though it will contribute to the heat effect (assuming the kinetics of reac-
tion and mixing are fast) before it passes out of the working volume V

0
. The liquid in the

displaced volume contributes about 50% as much heat effect as an equivalent volume
remaining in V

0
. The correct expression for heat released, ∆Q(i), from the ith injection is

Equation (10)

The process of fitting experimental data then involves:
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1. initial guesses (which most often can be made accurately enough by MicroCal
PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software) of n, K, and ∆H

2. calculation of ∆Q(i) for each injection and comparison of these values with the
measured heat for the corresponding experimental injection

3. improvement in the initial values of n, K, and ∆H by standard Marquardt methods

4. iteration of the above procedure until no further significant improvement in fit
occurs with continued iteration

Two sets of independent sites
Using the same definition of symbols as above for set 1 and set 2, we have

Equation (11)

Equation (12)

Solving Equation (11) for Θ
1
and Θ

2
and then substituting into Equation (12) gives
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Equation (13)

Clearing Equation (13) of fractions and collecting like terms leads to a cubic equation of
the form

Equation (14)

where,

Equation (15)
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Equation 14 and Equation 15 can be solved for [X] either in closed form or (as done in
MicroCal PEAQ-ITC Analysis Software) numerically by using Newton’s Method if para-
meters n

1
, n

2
, K

1
, and K

2
are assigned. Both Θ

1
and Θ

2
may then be obtained from Equa-

tion 11 above.

As discussed in Single set of identical sites, the heat content after any injection i is equal
to

Equation (16)

After a similar correction for the displaced volume, the pertinent calculated heat effect for
the ith injection is

Equation (17)

which may be used in the Marquardt algorithm to obtain best values for the six fitting
parameters.

Sequential binding sites
For sequential binding, the binding constants K

1
, K

2
, ... K

n
must be defined relative to the

progress of saturation, so that
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Equation (18)

In the sequential model, there is no distinction as to which sites are saturated, but only as
to the total number of sites that are saturated. If the sites are K

i
(defined by Equation (18))

and the intrinsic binding constants K0
i
where the effect of degeneracies has been

removed. The relationship between the two binding constants is given by:

Equation (19)

All calculations given below, as well as parameters reported from curve-fitting, are in
terms of K

i
values but the operator may convert to K0

i
values, if desired, using Equation

(19). Since concentrations of all liganded species [ML
i
] can be easily expressed in terms of

the concentration of the non-liganded species, [M], then the fraction of total mac-
romolecule having i bound ligands, F

i
, is simply
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Equation (20)

where

Equation (21)

Once n and values of fitting parameters K
1
through K

n
are assigned, then Equation (20)

and Equation (21) may be solved for [X] by numerical methods (the Bisection method is
used). After [X] is known, all F

i
may be calculated from Equation (20) and the heat content

after the ith injection is determined from

Equation (22)
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and, as before,

Equation (23)

which then leads into the Marquardt minimization routine.

Enzyme, substrate, inhibitor assay

Assaying enzymes, inhibitors or substrates by calorimetric activity has the major advantage
that it works well for any enzyme/substrate/inhibitor system with no prior chemical modi-
fication of any participants in the reaction. The rate R

t
of the substrate conversion reaction

is directly proportional to the power output in the calorimeter cell, i.e.,

Equation (24)

where,

ParameterDescription

P power generated by the reaction

∆H heat of conversion of the substrate

The units of R
t
will be moles/l/sec if P is expressed in μcal/sec, ∆H in μcal per mol of sub-

strate, and V
0
in liters, for example.

If Michaelis-Menten kinetics are assumed then the experimental values for the rate R
t
can

be expressed as
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Equation (25)

where,

Parameter Description

k
cat

catalytic rate constant for substrate conversion

K
M

Michaelis constant

[E]
tot

total enzyme concentration

[S]
t

instantaneous concentration of substrate

[I] concentration of competitive inhibitor

[K]
1

inhibition constant

The equation as written is valid both in the absence or presence of a [I] and [K]
1
.

The use of Equation (25) assumes no effects from product inhibition. This assumption has
been discussed by Todd and Gomez (Todd, M. J. & Gomez, J. (2001) Analytical Bio-
chemistry 296, 179-187.) and found to be quantitative in many cases. In those cases
where product inhibition is significant, then Equation (25) can only be used to express ini-
tial rates of reaction prior to accumulation of product.

Todd and Gomez discussed in some detail the two methods by which assays can be car-
ried out in a titration calorimeter, and these are summarized in the following topics.

Method 1: Single injection
Using this approach, the reaction is initiated by the injecting enzyme solution from the syr-
inge into the sample cell containing substrate solution, or vice versa. If desired, a com-
petitive inhibitor may also be included in one solution or the other. The reaction is
allowed to go to completion in the calorimeter cell, and the power P is recorded as a func-
tion of time t.

Integration of the excess power P associated with the reaction enables ∆H to be determ-
ined, i.e.,
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Equation (26)

where [S]
t=0

is the starting substrate concentration. Knowing ∆H, the substrate con-
centration can be determined as a function of time from the equation:

Equation (27)

After obtaining the time-dependent rate from Equation (24), these data can be equated
to the Michaelis expression in Equation (25) so that the final equation can be fit by non-
linear least squares. In the absence of inhibitor, k

cat
and K

M
are used as variable para-

meters during iterative fitting. In the presence inhibitor I, it is best to enter previously
determined values of k

cat
and K

M
and use K

1
as the only variable fitting parameter.

Method 2: Multiple injections
In this method, multiple injections of substrate solution from the syringe are made into
the reaction cell containing enzyme solution (with or without inhibitor). After each injec-
tion, a sufficient time is allowed for the instrument to equilibrate at the new power level
resulting from the increased substrate concentration. Measurements are carried out
quickly enough, however, so that little conversion of substrate takes place relative to the
total substrate contained in the cell. That is, [S]

t
is calculated directly from the total added

substrate assuming no significant conversion.

Equation (24) and Equation (25) are still valid for Method 2, except that R
t
and [S]

t
now

correspond to discrete values of the rate and substrate concentration after each injection,
rather than time-dependent values. To determine ∆H from Equation (26), it is necessary to
carry out another single-injection experiment where conversion is allowed to go to com-

pletion. Having done this, then discrete values of R
t
at different [S]

t
Rt are calculated, so

that Equation (25) can then be fit to obtain best values of k
cat

and K
M

(in the absence of
inhibitor). In the presence of a competitive inhibitor, data are also fit to Equation (25) but
using k

 cat
and K

M
as fixed (results obtained from previous experiment with no inhibitor

present) and treating K
1

as the only fitting parameter.
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Dimer dissociation mode
A protein molecule P, may associate at high concentrations to form a dimer. The dilution
of this concentrated protein solution by injection into the calorimeter cell containing buf-
fer can then result in some heat effects from dissociation

where,

Parameter Description

(P) concentration of monomer

(P
2
) concentration of dimer

∆H
disc

heat of dissociation of thedimer

K
D

dissociation constant

It is assumed in this model that the stoichiometry is well-defined, i.e., no aggregates with
stoichiometry higher than 2 are present. By measuring heats for a series of injections it is
then possible, using curve-fitting, to determine K

D
and ∆H

disc
.

The equivalent monomer concentration C is defined as

Equation (28)

Solving for P we have
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Equation (29)

from which [P
2
] follows.

The heat released q
i
when the ith injection of volume dV

i
is made into a fixed-volume (V

0
)

cell will be

Equation (30)

The first term in Equation (30) is the heat content of the aggregate contained in the injec-
tion volume prior to injection while the second and third terms are the net heat content
due to the difference in aggregate present in the cell before and after the injection.

Assuming experimental parameters V
0
, dV

i
, and C

syr
are known, Equation (28), Equation

(29), and Equation (30) are simultaneous equations, which can be solved for q
i
whenever

values are assigned to K
D
and ∆H

disc
.

Competitive binding mode
Using conventional ITC methods, binding constants from 103 M–1 to 108 M–1 can be
measured most accurately. When binding constants significantly exceed 108 M–1, instru-
ment sensitivity becomes challenged as concentrations are lowered to the point where
quantitative measurements of the binding constant would be possible. On the other
hand, binding constants substantially in excess of 108 M–1 can be measured quant-
itatively if such strong-binding ligands are studied in competition with a second ligand,
which binds competitively but more weakly to the same binding site.

Competitive binding studies are carried out using the strong-binding ligand A as the
injectant, with the solution in the cell containing the second competitive ligand B as well
as the binding protein P (or other target molecule). This system has two equilibria, which
are displaced with each injection, i.e.,
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The value of K
B
and ∆H

B
and for the competing ligand are first measured in a con-

ventional ITC experiment, and these parameter values are entered as known parameters
when determining K

A
from results of the competition experiment. For the competition

experiment, the total concentration of competing ligand, [B]
tot
, should be selected such

that

where "K
A
" is the estimated value of K

A
.

The detailed equations used in the fitting model for competitive binding are found in a
paper by Sigurskjold (Sigurskjold, B. W. (2000) Analytical Biochemistry 277, 260-266).

Chi-square (Chi2) minimization
The aim of the fitting procedure is to find those values of the parameters that best
describe the data. The standard way of defining the best fit is to choose the parameters
so that the sum of the squares of the deviations of the theoretical curve(s) from the exper-
imental points for a range of independent variables is at a minimum.

For ITC models where there is no weighting, the theoretical models can be represented
by:

where:

P
i
= the fitting parameters

Hence, the expression for X2 simplifies to:
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where:

Parameter Description

neƒƒ
the total number of experimental
points used in the fitting

p
total number of adjustable para-
meters

y
i

experimental data points

ƒ(x; p
1
, p

2
, p

3
...) fitting function

Note: The difference d =neƒƒ - p is usually referred to as the number of degrees
of freedom.

The previous equation states that the Chi-squared value of the fit is equal to the sum of
the squares of the deviations of the theoretical curve(s) from the experimental points
divided by the number of degrees of freedom (DoF). Since there is no weighting, it can be
seen that the calculated values are dependent on the magnitude of the scale and the num-
ber of data points. After fitting, this value is reported as Chi2/DoF.
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